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Fragment of a Poem, Found

Sam Huddlestone

When the star erupted
You stood silent and
Handed me
Yesterday’s paper.

Watching those
Hazy recordings,
I can hardly make out
What my own face was doing.

With an understanding
Of only nine months,
We got to the vantage point,
Barren and weeping.

Trapped beyond the
Exterior. Claustrophobia
And the heat of
Shouting.

I remember how well
the doors had closed,
Before their opening
So finally, once more.
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Haunting Solace

Anam Islam

The waves concerted

Burst against the hull

and bled into its wound

Filling the void

With their salty existence.

The carmine eyes stare out

Into the dark unknown

Finding nothing

But soot uncongealed.

The lips want to shout, cry

Tear out the dark beneath

But, a little redness seeps

And only a laugh weeped.

The ship sinks, mellow

Enthralled by the depth

As if meeting a long-lost lover.
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The carmine eyes close

Resting, a lull covers.

The sea now seemingly

Like a mother’s embrace.

A smile plays at the lips, at last

For there was no finer

Haunting solace.

Photo by Joe Ying
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Permanence

Gaia Stanzani

I stalked the tower of Babel
Stoically, I bore the ashen dust of crunched brick on my dewy
forehead;

pierced the ether in search of immutability

I soothed the willows of Eden;
felt the immaculate moss tremble as it pecked my callous
fingertips

pluck the throbbing crimson fruit.
guzzle the moist ambrosia of invincibility.

I sprinkled the fruit’s skin in encrusted reliquaries;
fashioned it into hollow idols baptized with wonder

I worshiped the idols with fierce reverence;
admired a transformed reflection in their flickering surface.

My lips were seared by holy water;
my ears began to bleed as the golden idols chanted in a foreign
tongue

I punched and cracked the reflective surface;
swallowed the golden kernels and savored their taste
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At night, I worship the stillness.
I pray to the shrine within; place trust in permanence
In the fierce, tender certainty of a blossom; the brazen
authenticity of spring

The trees chant as the blazing fruit pulsates:
“Blessed be the blood and wonder that fed our roots”
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Landing

Filip Alabi

I don’t know these woods - their place or path
Like walking on a tight rope, a foot above ground
My melting name - an aimless search
Like walking on hot coals, in boots, unscathed

Something speaks -
A grown-up Hansel in my skin

Between the spruce and fir -
Their lips sealed shut by sap -
It’s not a bad location
With a post code, or without

I’m calm

A clueless flag into the ground
Coordinates of trees -
It’s quiet rage that holds them down
On their knees, they whisper:

Looking back through days
In which my hair fell with leaves
Where else did I expect to find myself
If not here?
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Ifound a £1 coin on the ground. I stared at it for a long time,dirty, cold and wet in my hand. I stood unmoving in the
middle of a crowded sidewalk and began forgetting other

people existed. The tiny coin was peacefully resting on my palm.
I closed my fingers around it, maybe to give it some warmth, I
don’t know. I sat down. The floor was wet. With the coin still
tightly nested in my fist, I lied down. It started raining on my face.
I closed my eyes. Maybe it had been raining this whole time. I
don’t know. I brought the hand holding the coin to my heart and
waited.
You were born today, baby. I mean, not today, but on this

same date, four years ago. It hurt like hell, but God was it worth
it. You were worth it. I didn’t know it could be possible to love
that much. To this day, I don’t understand how I was able to hold
such love in my body. I still hold it, of course; but it’s not
contained within the boundaries of flesh anymore. I feel it slowly
passing through my skin, like invisible smoke emanating from my
body. Maybe it’s trying to follow you. I don’t want it to go. I am

Baby

Laure Ferdinand
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so lost already. Please stay with me, baby. At least let me pretend
you’re here.
How did you find yourself here, little coin? Have you been

here a long time? Are you being missed by whoever dropped
you? I found a strange peace in picturing what this coin’s life had
been. I wondered how many people had owned it, how many
had lost it, how many had found it on the ground just like I had.
Someone kneeled at my side and asked if I was all right. Have
you been to more cities than I have, little coin? Where were you
made? Are you from the same place as me? Wouldn’t that be
quite funny. Do I need them to call someone for me? It was still
raining. My eyelids were tightly shut and droplets of water slowly
cascaded down both sides of my face. I could feel my heart
beating peacefully under my hand. As long as you stay with me
I’ll be fine, little coin. I didn’t flinch as they loaded my body into
the ambulance. The coin felt warm and familiar in my fist.
Let me hold your little hand just one more time. Please, I’ll do

anything.
I woke up in the dark. Well, not actually, but I didn’t open my

eyes straight away, so that’s what it felt like. Like I had suddenly
woken up in the middle of the night and voices around me were
speaking. Disembodied voices that didn’t need light to see. I felt
at a disadvantage. I couldn’t function without seeing, but they
could, and I was so small and defenceless. I clenched my fists.
My hands felt cold. Something was missing. My coin! Little coin,
where are you? Have the voices taken you from me? I pictured
them as rays of darkness floating through the air, saying painful
words, trying to force thoughts into my head, lying. Please, little
coin, I can’t lose you too. Giant disembodied monsters taking
everything away from me. I opened my eyes, the illusion
disappeared. There was no one. The room was empty, brightly lit,
spacious and clean. One bed. Two doors. One of them the exit,
the other, the bathroom. My handbag was on the nightstand next
to me. The coin was there too. I took it in the same hand as before
and looked at it for some time without moving. Then I closed my
fingers around it, took my fist to my heart and closed my eyes. I
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wasn’t sure if I was asleep or conscious. It didn’t matter anyway.
Nothing matters anymore. You’ve been gone six months now.

Every morning for the first month, I woke up, got out of bed and
pulled the curtains open. I looked at the sky without seeing it,
was the sun already out? Was it raining? I didn’t know. I went into
the shower, stared at the ceiling for some time before stepping
out without actually washing my body. I guess most days I
brushed my teeth, sometimes I forgot. I didn’t care anyway. Was
I late for work, was I early, what difference did it make, you were
not going to be home when I came back. So why come back at
all. Why even leave? The question popped into my head one
morning, and I couldn’t answer it. I let my alarm ring and ring,
took my pillow from under my head and squashed it onto my
face until I could barely breathe. Your father came up, I think he
was screaming at me but I wasn’t hearing him. I heard only my
own heartbeats and I prayed they would stop. When I took the
pillow off of my face he was gone, the curtains were closed and
I had no idea what time it was. I turned around and slept until the
next morning. I did this again for the next four months.
Sometimes I would eat, sometimes I would watch TV with your
dad. Most of the time I just slept or laid in a semi-conscious state
in our bed. I don’t think he was angry anymore, he gave up on
me after some time. I don’t blame him, I gave up on myself. I
don’t know who to be without you.
There were voices around me again, but this time they

belonged to people. I pretended I was still sleeping. I felt like I
wasn’t there at all. Maybe my body was, but my mind had flown
away somewhere it could talk to you. Only the coin still attached
my mind to my body, a warm imprint on my skin reminding me
I still existed. After some time, I realised I knew who was in the
room. Your dad was sitting by my bed, not saying much, and my
mother was there as well. She kept asking questions to a third
person I assumed was a doctor. I didn’t listen to what they were
saying, I just pictured the coin in my head, thought of all the
indents I could feel on my palm without moving at all.
Memorising its shape, where its rusty spots were, trying to feel the
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outline of the face I knew was on it. But then someone said your
name, I think it was my mum. I felt like the whole world just
froze, I hadn’t heard your name in such a long time.
I locked it in a box and threw away the key. Sometimes I see

the key floating closer, and I push it back. I can’t open that box.
It’s hidden in a corner in the back of my head, in a dark spot
behind my memory. I don’t want to open it. It’s not that I don’t
know the truth; it’s more like I can’t know that I know it. It’s all a
bit confusing, I know baby, I’m sorry. It’s confusing for me, too. I
don’t pretend that you’re alive, but I can’t accept that you’re
dead. It’s like you’re both here and gone, and therefore so am I. I
don’t want your absence to be my reality. I don’t believe this has
actually happened, it just can’t have, you know, it can’t. You
were never sick, it was all just a nightmare. I’m going to wake up
and I’ll be holding your little hand again.
Please.
When I awoke again I was alone. It was dark outside and no

one had closed the blinds. I could see the street, very few cars
were passing by. I had to pee. I got up and went to the toilet. I left
the bathroom door open so I could keep on watching the cars,
but none came until I was all done. I took the chair your dad had
been sitting on earlier and set it by the window. As I sat on it, I
felt something poke the inside of my fist. The coin! Had I just
picked it up again? Had it been in my hand even while I was
peeing? I didn’t know. I watched the sunrise and thought about
you.
Today I’m watching the sunrise again, still thinking about you.

I’m home, your dad is fast asleep on the bed behind me. He
hasn’t looked this relaxed in a long time. I only spent one night
in that hospital. They did some blood tests on me, just to see if
everything was okay. They said I’m healthy. But that’s not all they
said.
That’s why I’m talking to you now, baby. I’m sorry. I’m so

sorry I can’t come join you now like I said I would. Because if I
choose to stay someone else is going to need me just like you did,
and I want to have that again. I loved you so, so much, and I still
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do, and I always will. I am so sad this new life growing inside of
me will never get to meet you. In a way you’ll be everywhere, in
more places than you would have been able to be in if you were
alive. I am letting a part of myself go away to you. It’s escaping
through my pores, I’m breathing it out as I say this to you. Now
there’s room for another love like this to grow.
I still have the coin with me. It’s in my pocket. I take it out and

look at it for a couple of minutes, I’m trying to engrave it in my
mind. Then I throw it. It lands on the sidewalk outside our
building. When I go to work a few hours later, it is gone.
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Hel

Sofie Kitts

The wilds were ablaze by the time you scrambled up the
hillside. Every needle on every pine burned, and mighty
boughs glowed like hellfire before snapping off and

crashing to the ground. You picked your way up over the debris,
lungs filling with putrid black smoke. The back of your throat felt
poisoned. With eyes stinging you sucked in ragged breaths that
burned your nostrils. Rainfall lashed your tear streaked face, but
it was not enough to dampen the inferno whose crackling bellow
you could not ignore. Bombarded by both the freezing sleet and
scorching heat from the woods, you staggered on, an emaciated
shadow racked with heavy sobs as your eyes blindly scanned the
blackened undergrowth. An ashen hand sprouted from the earth
like a sapling, fingers bent into a final claw-like grip as it strained
toward the polluted sky. You tried not to look at it, screaming as
something splintered above and pelted you with hot embers.
What have you become in my absence. An abandoned husk

full of dead leaves. You crawled like a coward out of your
skeleton and tried to hide in the murk, but I have dragged you
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back, screaming. You can scream for me to stop but I will not let
you go again. Beat your fists on my chest and tear through sinew,
through tendon if you have to, but know that my teeth will
remain firmly locked around your neck. Blood pools in the
hollow of your throat and overflows as your breathing quickens.
You know that this terror will not loosen its grip. You know that
you must drag it with you through the decaying ruins of your
home like a lead weight, always threatening to sink you. You
have negotiated ancient peaks, stolen from desperate men and
women; torn yourself apart to reach this burning forest. What
drove you? What did you think you would find? A happy ending?
You are more stupid than we thought. Now that you bear the
wisdom of grief, will you curl up in the dirt and finish your
journey? Will you bury all hope in the ash and wait for the
maggots to take you? Death cannot keep you apart. Carry me
with you into the darkness. I will suck gently on the wound in
your neck so that you do not feel the blood leaving you. My fangs
will barely sting as you take your last steps toward the flaming
cabin on the lakeshore. You must see who is inside. You must
caress their skull and spine before surrendering to fire and water.
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The Finding Street

Wilbur Bryant Dublin
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pounds slipped out of his possessions as well as his credit cards,
identification and other documents that had to be replaced. At
that point, he hadn’t even gone to replace them and was just
heading home.
It was a path taken many times before. He could trust his body

to get there on instinct while he worried about what he would do.
His dead-end retail job did not leave him much in the way of
savings. Thinking about food and upcoming bills, on how to
survive until the next paycheck. As kind as his family was,
especially his dear sister, Irma, he wasn’t going to burden them
for money again.
Caught up in his thoughts, he was about to cross before he

realised he didn’t recognise where he was.
He stood at a crossroads, the rows of houses and small shops

around him looked familiar, but not quite right. It was like a
dream. The details that surrounded him had an intangible, ever-
changing aspect to them that he could not nail down. As he
waited, the traffic lights changed, signalling green to both barren
roads and empty sidewalks - to all except for him.
“Where am I?”
You should know where this is.
Replying to him, the voice did not appear to come from

anywhere. Quickly turning from side to side, there was nobody.
Even in the buildings, there was no physical sign of people.
Instead, he felt a lingering presence, as if there had been
someone around him but they’d been spirited away.
It was then that he realised he’d stumbled upon the mystical

Finding Street. He remembered what the stories had said. Upon
arriving at a crossroads, someone would speak to them. Accounts
varied from person to person, but the consensus about how to go
about this encounter was to speak honestly and directly – to
answer only what had been asked.
“Is this the Finding Street?”
Yes. I see you know about this place already.
“Only in stories, yes.”
So, what is it that you have lost?
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“Well, I’m trying to find my wallet and–”
The voice cut Joseph off.
What is it that you have lost?
Joseph’s voice dried up at the commanding tone, half-

expecting being struck down by lightning. He cleared his throat
before trying again. “I’ve lost my wallet. There was about two
hundred pounds, my credit cards and… I can’t remember what
else.”

If that is all that you have lost, cross the street and continue
straight on. Your lost items will be found.
“Oh. Is that it?”
Yes.
As if on cue, all the traffic lights at the intersection turned red,

except for the green man signalling for Joseph to cross. “Thank
you?” he said, slightly unsure about the whole interaction. But as
he took his first step, the voice spoke to him one last time with a
bone-shaking chill.

Just remember to never turn back.
Joseph obeyed. He crossed the street and went down the road

ahead. The gently curved path was lined with identical
townhouses, all with the feeling of that same invisible presence.
It eventually led him to another intersection, exiting at the
bustling Kingsgrove High Street.
Joseph did not realise how quiet it was at the Finding Street

until he was bombarded with the bustle of the commercial centre
of Kingsgrove. As he exited from between a pub and a salon, he
knew where he was. That quiver in his bones returned as he
remembered:
There was no road between the pub and salon.
He returned home, not once looking behind him.
He was not expecting anything to happen, given the street’s

track record. But he kept thinking. Surely there must have been a
purpose for his being there. Whatever supernatural power that
was, why would it make him go through all that if it wasn’t going
to return his wallet, or prey on him. The more nothing happened,
the more the thoughts haunted his dreams.
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Nights may have been sleepless for Joseph, but his days had
been heavenly. A chance restructuring at his job’s parent
company had opened an opportunity for him to rise the ranks. An
increase in pay led to newfound comfort that had him forget
completely about that painful week after losing his wallet.
But his dreamlike days of bliss did not last. They’d soon faded

into mediocrity by the time Joseph found himself once again at
those crossroads.

I see you have returned, Joseph Eastway.
Joseph snapped out of his drunken stupor and looked around

him. The details may have been obscured by the cover of night,
but his surroundings were unmistakably those of the Finding
Street. Getting his balance by resting himself against the traffic
light’s base, he spoke back to the voice.
“Back?” Joseph said, still in a daze. “Oh, right, the Finding

Street again. Yeah, I’ve lost something.”
What is it that you have lost?
“Oh, shut up and just let me go home.” He rubbed his dry red

eyes before yelling back into the air. “Can’t you at least leave a
man who’s just been dumped alone!”
Without missing a beat, the voice responded plainly.
If that is all that you have lost, cross the street and continue

straight on. Your lost items will be found.
“Go to hell.”
Just remember to never turn back.
Once again, the traffic lights turned, and Joseph sauntered on.

The voice’s warning did not faze him as much. Out of spite,
Joseph looked over his shoulder.
On the edge of his vision, on the side of the street he came

from was a ghostly figure. He could not make out its face, but the
silhouette against the foggy backdrop was clear: His ex-girlfriend.
In the end, he continued with the voice’s instructions. It had
helped him once before, there was no reason for him to disobey
it. Besides, if the street had any real power, it would bring her
back to him regardless, or so he thought.
Emerging once again onto the high street, Joseph returned
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home.
For the following few weeks, Joseph felt at his lowest. His

bedside was empty, his apartment silent and uncleaned, and his
health deteriorated till he was on the verge of giving up
completely, waiting for street’s powers to bring his ex-girlfriend
back. Then he met someone new. A chance meeting at a club.
Someone who got him back on his feet, cleaned up his act and
stood by his side.
It took long months before the scars of his old relationship had

healed. Like scars, they did not disappear, but he did not let them
affect him anymore. After all, what happened had happened.
There was no point in dwelling on it for so long. In a way, he did
not lose his ex, but she lost him – this mindset was reinforced
every day when he came home to the warmth of his partner.
But as grateful as he was for his new life, he wondered how

different it would have been if he chased the apparition that day.
Yet of course, once again, such blissful happiness did not last.

Joseph’s third visit to the street occurred two years after the
second. He’d had plenty of time to dwell on his encounters.

You have returned, Joseph Eastway. What is it that you have–
Joseph did not allow the voice to finish, instead screaming for

heaven and hell to hear as tears streamed down his face, “She’s
dead! How could you have let this happen!”

I have no power over the circumstances of your wife’s death.
The accident was–
“Bullshit! Whoever the hell you are, you have the power to

bring me here and find everything I’ve lost. I don’t believe for a
second that you have no power.”
Joseph’s voice echoed throughout the empty streets with no

immediate response.
I am not here to argue. I will make you the same offer as usual.
The lights changed.
Like always, the voice told him to go forward and not look

back.
Joseph stared longingly across the street, past the green light

and into the bending road. He was poised to cross, his feet just
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an inch from the edge of the pavement. He lifted his right foot…
And swivelled around, striding back the way he came. If going

forward was not going to return his wife, he had no other choice.
That distant apparition behind was the only chance he had to see
her again.
“I don’t care who you are,” Joseph growled, “Who are you to

talk to me like that? Who are you to play with fate like that?”
His stride broke out into a run as he got as far away as possible

from those cursed crossroads. Once the intersection faded from
view behind him, a figure appeared ahead. Unlike the ghost he
saw the last time, the figure was full of life, as beautiful as Joseph
remembered moments before the accident.
Tears of joy streaking down his face, Joseph gave chase.

*

Irma Eastway walked along a lonely back road in the northeast
corner of Kingsgrove. It was the only section of town she had not
searched for her missing brother yet.
With a stack of missing person posters in hand, she was

looking for more places to put them and to ask anyone passing
by. Strangely, she had not seen anyone in a while despite it being
midday. Even stranger, there were no cars as she was about to
cross an intersection.

You seem distraught. Have you lost something?
Once Irma recovered from the panic, she realised she was

speaking to the entity behind the Finding Street. Knowing to
speak directly, bolstered by the slim chance of seeing her brother
again, she responded, “I’ve lost my brother, Joseph Eastway.”
The traffic lights changed. The voice made her the same offer

and warning it always made to Joseph.
Irma sprinted across the road and down the curve of the path

ahead. In her eagerness to see her brother again, she had little
time to react to the ghost of a woman speeding towards her.
Screaming, Irma instinctively raised her arms to shield herself,

only for the spectre to pass straight through her and continue
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back to the crossroads. Having recognised the ghost, Irma felt
sick to her stomach.
“T-That can’t… She’s been dead for…”
Irma only recognised the presence of a second ghost as it

passed through her, chasing after the first. She might not have
seen his face, but that haircut, those clothes… Condemned to an
eternity searching for what had been lost.
Tears streaking down her face, Irma stared down the dark

bend ahead. It would have been so easy to turn around and chase
her brother. Yet, even as her legs felt tonnes heavier, she made
the first step forward. Whatever reality that awaited her, she had
to find and accept a world without Joseph Eastway.
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The Contemplative Nature of a Park Bench

Alexandra Gilbert

2 January, 2023

Idon’t recognise the voice, but I hear it shimmering in the
trees, peeping out and getting carried away like the
mutterings of passers-by.

He sneaks among little autumn leaves that crumple into the
soil. Perhaps the wind will rustle them, make that woodland
sound. It’s as if you can hear the rot. Not in a macabre way,
but in a way that uplifts the pits of my stomach from its
enduring depths. Somehow, knowing that the leaves are
reused, repurposed, oozy, wet, and fertile - it gives me a sense
of hope for a bigger picture. A higher purpose in the brimming
life that surrounds and suffocates us. There is so much more
to give, so much more to take.
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The rustles return, but it’s not Nature’s rumblings this time. It’s
him. That little boy who always reveals himself to me, heart
racing, eyes open wide. Curious, as boys are. Yet just as I
catch a glimpse of his silhouette, he retreats to the brush,
leaving only traces of himself suspended in the air, like pixie
dust. Sometimes, when I get lost in thought he watches, his
fingers clutching the safety of his tree-haven. Safe from the
dark, dangerous world of humans.

I imagine he has some faith in our existence; a little twinkle in
his eye as he watches a girl like me write in her book. With my
incessant scribbling, I bait him into exposure and suddenly,
I’m gulping in excitement when I feel his gaze. I look up and
my eyes catch him, mid ponder, only to hear a giggle and a
swoosh. He’s always too far away, only just intangible and so
subtle that I strain for another sign of him only to find an arid
silence. He’s back to holding his breath.

And then I wonder. Could he be the same little boy who
plunged James Barrie into misery and imagination; am I in the
presence of Peter Pan himself?

It could very well be him. After all, these are the trees, and
these are the parks; these are the streets where they all made
their names, lived, died, oozed, bubbled into fertiliser. Just like
the leaves and just like the rest of us organisms, pumping,
cracking, falling, metabolising, phosphorylating,
decomposing, living.

If Peter’s ghost is a passenger of the mind, I am happy to have
that passenger. After all, it’s a long drive through a time only
fathomable to us, and it gets lonely without anyone to talk to,
confide in, love, hate, and feel an ultimate indifference.

Maybe the two of us could ride in something that doesn’t have
the comfort of a car or vehicle? Something bumpy, yes, slow
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and fast at times, weathered and beaten, but shiny in some
parts. Something that gives the impression of authentic
biological life.

Maybe we can escape everything in this life-like vessel to a
place that is dissimilar to life, but simulates what living might
feel like.

Let’s watch the ducks in envy, laugh at the people, plot their
demise, and talk solemnly of our own.

Let’s be friends in this whirlpool of chemicals, in this most
beautiful hallucination.

Follow me.

And I will follow you, Peter - to wherever you may take me.

The handwriting is hers, but it feels possessed, mixed with an
overwhelming indifference to their life together. Her condition
was worse than he could ever have imagined. If he had just
known, if he had just taken her to the right people, the right
company for her treatment - maybe things would be different. His
throat clots with grief, and more sobbing ensues. He didn’t even
know he had this much fluid in his body.
“I’m sorry you had to read that again, Brandon.” The Lawyer

pastes empathy on his face while he reaches into his drawer and
deals his case file onto his desk. Contracts reveal themselves
beneath the file cover.
A snivel, a deep, heavy breath, and Brandon is finally silent,

staring vacantly at Anna’s journal entry in his lap. The book is
cold. Cold like the earth he wishes he was in; beside her. The
grief-tremors subside and an eerie stillness slithers into the room.
Brandon’s gaze shoots towards The Lawyer. “I’m ready.” he says,
then sets the journal aside, grabs the papers and pen. Virulent
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scribbles spread across all the pages needing his initials. The
Lawyer smiles.
“There’s no need to worry, Brandon. There’s a strong case

against these people. I mean, it’s not the first time that these
implants have caused some serious psychiatric issues. And if that
isn’t enough evidence, then the surveillance scandal will be. I
mean, nothing breaches privacy like collecting someone else’s
brain data, right?”
The room is tense, unbearably silent, and so The Lawyer

morphs his tune to suit the mood, “If we can prove that they were
receiving her neuronal data before her suicide, we could save so
many more people with this case. Shut them down for good, so
that no one will have to go through this again.”
Brandon remembers her headaches. How he found her

talking to someone who, he soon found out, was not there. She
used to amble around the garden, spaced out, calling for “Peter”.
He insisted on therapy. She insisted that he just couldn’t see him.
That Peter was there, and that he watched Brandon too, but the
boy was left unnoticed.
After her first seizure, she was diagnosed with glioblastoma. A

brain tumour, I guess. Lethal, of course. The life in her face
drained to the floor when the doctors announced she had only a
few weeks left. She was stripped of her youth in a matter of
minutes. She withdrew into her digital life, onto her phone, and
away from people like Brandon who tethered her to the reality of
what was happening.
And then that man began chatting to her on Facebook, a man

who was part of a cancer group she had found. Chucking hope
around like it’s a cheap flag, a disposable, common piece of
fabric.
The man was part of a new organisation, a company that

rivals the “redundant” system of hospitals, doctors and money-
making pharmaceuticals that uses misfortune as currency.
Science had progressed, but it was not open to the public, only
to those who could afford it, he said. Doctors were brainwashed,
everyone’s been paid off, we’ve all been fooled to believe the
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system which kept us from the truth. But he said that Neurode Inc
was here to change that; to give patients successful treatment
through technology. Overriding biology, he said.
Apparently, waving dreams in front of a dying girl and her

desperate fiancé is a niche in the market.
They walked through Neurode Inc.’s research facility. Smiles

aplenty, families and patients were wheeled about and filled the
atmosphere with busy chitter-chatter. There were scientists
suspended on the first floor, dwelling in their natural habitat,
separated by a glass cage and an access terminal. Brandon
watched them like wildlife, in their hazmats and glossy test tubes.
Anna reassured him that so many people had life-changing
results with these new implants.
So they took the chance. And the implant worked.

Miraculous, as stories go. The wedding was still on, the years
bloated ahead of them, so saturated with future travel plans,
mundane careers, Sunday lunches, and maybe even children.
But obviously, that was not Anna or Peter’s plan. Or whoever

polluted that mind of hers.
How naive he’s been. Here he thought this implant would

help them both find the old Anna, before the tumour, the
hallucinations, the seizures.
All she found was “Peter”, and all Brandon found was her

body. Swollen, blue and misshapen from the jump.
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